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Updated Polyratings still an asset
to students, nuisance to faculty
Tibetan Buddhist protests
cause growing problems
as 2 0 0 8 Beijing Olympics
near.

Donovan Aird
MUSTANG DAII.Y

One candidate makes sense, but appears to be hated by every
one else. An alternative choice would require personal compro
mises, but is well liked by peers. The other option is a mystery
— intriguing, yet far too polarizing by most accounts.
Like a renegade, underground voter information guide,
Polyratings.com lives on, purporting to help the electorate of a
student body make informed decisions when selecting instruc
tors.
The Web site, technically Polyratings 2, through which ("al
Poly students can publish critiques and praises of their professors,
now features more accommodating search features while allow
ing students to add professors to the database.
“1 live by it,” microbiology junior Julie Anderson said.
A student-run endeavor created by Cal Poly students Doug
Dahms and Forrest tanning (not affiliated with Cal Poly admin
istration or Associated Students Inc.), Polyratings was activated
Jan. 9, 1999 and launched as the updated, second incarnation by
Cal Poly student j. Paul Reed on Aug. 19, 2001.
While Cal Poly students may peruse every word before regis
tration, professors themselves don’t seem to pay it much mind.
“I don’t check it,” said Matt Carlton,a statistics professorat Cal
Poly for nine years. “It’s a combination of two reasons. First, from
a statistician’s point of view, the sample is totally biased and not
close to representative of what students think. Secondly, it’s too
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On the Central Coast,
twenty-somethings
are finally going crazy
for sushi — find out why.
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tempting to look at others’ ratings, and that’s not an appropriate
thing to do with a terribly biased sample of opinions.”
The assessments, C'arlton said, are akin to feedback given to
politicians because those sounding off usually do so from an ex
treme, while a silent majority remains unheard.
“The same thing happens in politics, when politicians hear
from constituents on polarized sides,” he said. “Polyratings is re
ally the same phenomenon — it’s either a rave or a rant. It doesn’t
give any sense of how the majority of students feel.”
As of Wednesday, the most ratings a professor received was
ISO, amounting to less than one percent of the school’s fall 2007
enrollment of 19,777.
Adding to the insignificance of the ratings, said English profes
sor Robert Inchausti, are the official evaluations administered by
the schcxil toward the end of each quarter.
“1 think the faculty view on Polyratings is that the people
commenting usually really like a class or really hate a class —
what you’re going to get are extremes,” he said. “Official evalua
tions are more measured and not as extreme.”
Pamalee Brady, an architectural engineering professor at Cal
Poly for 10 years, agrees that the small number oFcommenting
students doesn’t sufficiently depict the entire student body’s ex
perience.
“If a professor’s been here a really long time and there are only
about KM) posts, it’s not really representative,” she said. “Students
see Polyratings, page 2
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Cal Poly senior pole
vaulter overcomes broken
wrist to become one of
country's 20 best.
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As gas prices soar, Congress presses oil chiefs on big profits
Wondering who the top
five professors are on
Poiyratings? Go online to
find out who cam e in first.
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WASHINGTON — Don’t blame
us, oil industry chiefs told a skeptical
Ciongress.
Top executives of the country’s
five biggest oil companies said Tues
day they know record fuel prices are
hurting people, but they argued it’s
not their fault and their huge profits
are in line with other industries.
Appearing before a House com
mittee. the executives were pressed
to explain why they should continue
to get billions of dollars in tax breaks
when they made $123 billion last
year and motorists are paying record
gasoline prices at the pump.
“On April Fool’s Day, the biggest
joke of all is being played on Ameri
can families by Big Oil,” Rep. Ed
ward Markey, D-Mass., said, aiming
his remarks at the five executives sit
ting shoulder-to-shoulder in a con
gressional hearing room.
“Our earnings, although high in
absolute terms, need to be viewed in
the context of the scale and cyclical,
long-term nature of our industry as
well as the huge investment require

ments,’’ said J.S. Simon, senior vice
president of Exxon Mobil Corp.,
which made a record $40 billion last
year.
“We depend on high earnings
during the up cycle to sustain ... in
vestment over the long term, includ
ing the down cycles,” he continued.
The up cycle has been going on
too long, suggested Rep. Emanuel
Cleaver, D-Mo. “The anger level is
rising significantly.”
Alluding to the fact that Congress
often doesn’t rate very high in opin
ion polls. Cleaver told the executives:
“Your approval rating is lower than
ours, and that means you’re down
low.”
Several lawmakers noted the ris
ing price of gasoline at the pump,
now averaging $3.29 a gallon amid
talk of $4 a gallon this summer.
“I heard what you are hearing.
Americans are very worried about
the rising price of energy,” said John
Hofmeister, president o f Shell Oil
Co., echoing remarks by the other
four executives including represen
tatives of BP America Inc., Chevron
Corp. and ConocoPhillips.
While I7emocrats hammered the
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Sean Dickey of Pinnacle Construction installs a sign on a new fuel pump at
a Chevron gas station in Anchorage, Alaska on Tuesday.
executives for their profits and de
manded they do more to develop
alternative energy sources such as
wind, solar and biofuels, Republican
lawmakers called for opening more
areas for drilling to boost domestic
production o f oil and gas.
What would bring lower prices?
asked Rep. James Sensenbrenner of
Wisconsin, the committee’s ranking
Republican.

“We need access to all kinds of
energy supply,” replied Robert Ma
lone", chairman o f BP America, add
ing that 85 percent of the country’s
coastal waters are off limits to drill
ing.
But Markey wanted to know why
the companies aren’t investing more
in energy projects other than oil and
see Gasoline, page 2
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Polyratings
continued from page I

sliould think critically and not take it at face value.”
C)t the 1,565 professors filed in the database, averaging al
most 20 evaluations apiece, some seemed to have more per
sonal reasons ftir disregarding the site.
Although C'arlton couldn’t recall a case of negative evalu
ations hindering an instructor’s in-class pert'ormance, he did
mention a recent situation where a scathing critique was “very
upsetting” to a colleague, affecting her on a personal level.
“She was certainly shaken up by the experience,” he said.
Sometimes, the overwhelming censure is enough to entirely
dissuade instructors from monitoring their ratings, materials
engineering professor Trevor Harding said.
“I think most faculty don’t look often because it can be so
depressing,” he said.
Even those who admitted to occasionally checking the site
purely out of curiosity minimized its importance.
“Occasionally I will look, from time to time, when some
one will tell me interesting things on it and I’ll check it out,”
Inchausti said.“It varies.There are people who never look at it,
and others all the time — to them it’s a fascination.”
Some may take it upon themselves to take a look if they
hear about comments that necessitate it, psychology professor
Chuck Slem said.
“In general we don’t look at it,” he said. “But someone may
check if there’s something outrageous, or some slanderous
things they may want to take care of.”
His department doesn’t appear to be the only one to have
an unspoken understanding of shunning the site.
“Most of the people in my hall steer clear of it,” Carlton

ews

No study has gauged professors’ perceptions or responses to
the site, according to Jean DeCosta, dean of students.
“My opinion is that students can do a disservice to them
selves if they put too much stock m comments that can be so
disrespectful and biased,” 1)eCT>sta said.
She said the only times she becomes privy to comments on
the site are when professors become distressed due to alleg
edly inappropriate comments, at which point they are advised
to contact the site’s administrators to have the comments re
moved.
That can be easier said than done, according to Slem.
“One of the biggest problems is when a disgruntled student
will say something false,” he said. “As a professor it’s very hard
to get it taken off.”
Keed, who graduated in 2003, told the Mustang Daily in
October 2006 that he no longer had the time to maintain the
site, as more than 200 then-new professors who had been sub
mitted needed to be filtered into the database.
Vice provost of Academic Affairs David Conn, who called
the site’s freewheeling approach “very unscientific” and “totally
haphazard,” analogized the asserted lack of veracity within the
comments to the same danger found everywhere online.
“Not to say there isn’t some useful information on it, but
a lot of times people may not know what they’re looking at,”
Conn said. “It’s a little bit like using the Internet in general
— you may know very little about something’s reliability and
validity.”
Despite its criticisms, students still figure to frequent the
site.
“I always check it out when 1 register to see what profes
sors are like,” English sophomore Stacy Liu said. “I’ve found it
pretty useful.”

Accelerated Culinary Arts
Certificate Program

Instrumental in Polyratings’ appeal is its particularized na
ture exclusive to Cal Poly, Anderson said.
“I like It because it’s not just four stars,” she added, allud
ing to nationally oriented sites such as Ratemyprofessors.com
providing less opportunity to reason a grade.“You have an op
portunity to explain yourself and justify the ratings with words
— and it’s set up for Cal Poly, not like other sites that are set
up for any university.”
However, what other sites may lack in locality, they make
up for it with more constructive, cjuantifiable, specific informa
tion, Brady said. Sites such as Pickaprof.com, which is affiliated
with Facebook, offer students detailed data on teachers’ grad
ing habits.
Anderson, who clarified Polyratings should be “taken with
a grain of salt,” indicated that its reputation as a helpful resource
doesn’t seem to be on the verge of dissipating any time soon.
“In one of my classes there are a lot of freshmen, and every
one seems to know about it,” she said.
Most professors and administrators urge students to exer
cise healthy skepticism when considering the site’s offerings,
consult known and trusted friends and peers when registering,
value learning over grades, make more thorough use of official
evaluations and remember what one student may dislike about
a professor’s teaching style may be liked by others.
In spite of their grievances, most faculty and administrators
credit the site for its noble ideals and inherent exercise of de
mocracy, albeit one they say is overly rough around the edges.
“Professors may have misgivings about themselves being up
on Polyratings,” said Slem, who reminisced about his days as
an undergraduate student at UCLA, where a Polyratings of its
day covertly resided in the bookstore as a booklet containing
students’ reviews of teachers.“But I’m sure they wouldn’t mind
having student ratings to know who they’re getting in class.”

Gasoline
continued from page I
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gas — or giving up some tax breaks so the money
could be directed to promote renewable fuels and con
servation and take pressure off oil and gas supplies.
“Why is Exxon Mobil resisting the renewable
revolution,” asked Markey, noting that the other four
companies together have invested $3.5 billion in solar,
wind and biodiesel projects.
Exxon is spending $100 million on research into
climate change at Stanford University, replied Simon,
but current alternative energy technologies “just do
not have an appreciable impact” in addressing “the
challenge we’re trying to meet.”
The appearance Tuesday before the Select Com
mittee on Energy Independence and Global Warming
was not the first time that oil executives had faced the
harsn words o f a lawmakers frustrated over their in
ability to do anything about soaring oil and gasoline
costs.
In November 2005, executives of the same com
panies sought to explain high energy costs at a Senate
hearing at which Hofmeister emphasized the cyclical
nature o f his industry. “What goes up almost always
comes down,” he told the senators on a day when oil
cost $60 a barrel.
About six months later, the executives were grilled
again on Capitol Hill when a barrel of oil cost $75. As
the three-hour House hearing came to a close Tuesday,
the price of oil settled at just over $100 a barrel on the
New York exchange.
“We face a new reality, volatility, high prices, greater

competition for resources,” said Peter Robertson, vice
president of Chevron Corp., adding that he under
stands that “Americans see the pain” of $l()()-a-barrel
oil.
Markey challenged the executives to pledge to in
vest 10 percent o f their profits to develop renewable
energy and give up $18 billion in tax breaks over 10
years so money could be funneled to support other
energy and conservation.
They responded that their companies already are
spending on alternative energy projects and argued
that new taxes would dampen investment and could
lead to even higher prices.
“Imposing punitive taxes on American energy
companies, which already pay record taxes, will dis
courage the sustained investment needed to continue
safeguarding U.S. energy security,” said Simon. He said
over the past five years Exxon Mobil’s U.S. tax bill ex
ceeded its U.S. earnings by $19 billion.
Markey was not impressed.
“These companies are defending billions of federal
subsidies ... while reaping over a hundred billion dol
lars in profits in just the last year alone,” he said. The
companies are reaping “a windfall of revenue” while
poor people have to choose between heating and eat
I
ing because of high energy prices.
Elsewhere on Tuesday, many independent truck
ers parked their rigs and others slowed to a crawl on
highways to protest high fuel prices. The demonstra I
tions were only scattered, but long lines of trucks were
moving^it about 20 niph on the New Jersey Turnpike,
and three drivers were ticketed for impeding traffic on
Interstate 55 outside Chicago, driving three abreast at
low speeds.
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Man trying to bring explosives on plane
wanted to show bomb-making skills
Travis Reed
A s s(x i.-vn;i) p r i ss
A lornicr Army veteran, arrested after trying to clieek
luggage containing pipe bomb-making materials onto a
fligbt home, explained that he wanted to show his friends
there how to make them, authorities said Wetlnesday.
Investigators were questioning whether Kevin (!hristopher Brown had e\er been to Iniq — where he told them
he'd seen similar bombs made, according to court dticuments — and looking into his mental health history after
his arrest Tuesday at Orlando International Airport.
Authorities and airline otlicials repeated their assurances
that passengers were never in danger.
Transportation Security Administration othcials none
theless touted the 32-year-t)ld's arrest as a victory for newcovert screening techniques involving plainclothes officers
mingling wath travelers.
Cleveland Laycock, a manager in TSA’s behavioral de
tection program who was walking in civilian clothes, first
spotted lirown appmaching the Air Jamaica ticket counter.
He told a uniformed subordinate to watch the man, and
soon that off icer called another for backup.
Behavior detection off icers Frank Skowronski and Jose
Zeiigotita wouldn’t specify what Brown did that looked
suspicious, saying it would undermine TSA’s strategy. But
they generally study facial expressions and body posture for
fear, stress and deception.
“When he came up to ticket counter, he wouldn’t look
at anyone directly,’’Skowronski said.
The officers watched Brown drop off two bags to be
checked, and had security officials set them immediately
aside.
Inside were two glass vodka bottles containing nitromethane, a colorless liquid used as a fuel for drag racing,
in manufacturing and as a cleaning solvent, the FBI said in
a court filing. Brown told officials he hoped the liquor bot
tles would disguise the nitroinethane, the document states.
The bagg-age also had a model rocket ignitor, g-alvanized
pipes, end caps, two small containers containing BB’s, bat
teries, a laptop and instructions on how to make bombs,
the FBI document s.aid.
I )ave Blatt, a TSA bomb appraisal officer who searched
the luggage, described the instructions as something that
could be downloaded finm the Internet.
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Transportation Security Administration Administra
tor Kip Flawley, right, talks about how his team was
able to detect a suspicious passenger carrying bombmaking materials in his luggage the previous day.
He said the bags held virtually everything necessary to
make a pipe bomb, and someone of his experience could
have assembled it in about 15 seconds. But he said Brown’s
operation appeared to be “at the beginning stages of some
body starting to mess around, making pipe bombs.”
“But regardless of whether they’re new at the game or
n o t... when you make a pipe bomb, it still could kill you,
whether you’a* a novice at it or you’re really good at it.”
Passengers were briefly cleared out of the ticketing area
where Bmwn checked in for a flight to Montego Bay in
Jamaica. Some flights departing Orlando were delayed up
to two hours, airport spokeswoman C'arolyn Fennell said.
Air Jamaica executive director Shirley Williams said the
items could not have caused an explosion and the aircraft
and its passengers were never at risk.
Brown first told authorities he wanted to detonate the
materials on a tree stump in Jamaica, but later said he was
going to show friends in his home country how' to build
explosives like he saw in Iraq, according to an FBI criminal
complaint.
Brown did not speak at a brief court hearing Wednesday
where he was ordered held without bail. Clarence C'ounts,
his court-appointed public defender, declined to comment
as he prepared for a formal bond hearing Thursday.

State Briefs
SACRAMENTO (AP) —
Former Bresident ('linton is still
upset over New Mexico Gov. Bill
Kich.mlson's endorsement of Ba
rack Obama.
1filling a private meeting with
t California Democrats this past
weekend, CClinton grew red-faced
as he talked about how he expected
Kichanison, w ho was a member of
(Clinton's (Cabinet, to back Hillary
Kodham (Clinton for the presi
dential nomination or at le.ist stay
neutral, according to several people
who attended.
Instead, Kichardson endorsed
Obama late last month, calling him
a “once-in-a-lifetime leader.”
• • •
FRESNO (AP) — Jurors
in Fresno (County said a former
Reedley (College football player is
not guilty of sexually molesting an
11-year-old girl.
Eddie Scott was accused of at
tacking the runaway girl with as
many as eight other people at his
apartment complex in July 2(M)6.
After a 10-day trial, the jury has
acquitted Scott of charges of child
molestation and oral copulation
with a minor.
• • •
PALMDALE (AP) — A Hying
laboratory left Southern (California
to join an international study of the
atmosphere over the arctic, where a
recent decline in sea ice is among
signs of significant environmental
change.
A DC-8 equipped with 22 in
struments took off Tuesday from

NASA's I fryden Aircraft Opera
tions Facility in Balmdale, bound
for Fairbanks, Alaska.
The study will focus on the
chemistry o f the arctic’s lower at
mosphere, known as the tropo
sphere.
• • •
PALO ALTO (AP)
Fhc
fedcial government has cleared
Stanford University of allegations
that It discriminated against women
and minorities in its hiring and ten
ure practices.
A spokeswoman for the 1fepartment of Labor confirmeil Wednes
day that it has ended its nearly de
cade-long investigation.
The agency launched the probe
in the late 1990s when several doz
en female faculty members alleged
gender discrimination in a 400page complaint to the government.
• • •
SANTA ANA (AP) — An in
mate who was in a coma for a week
after an altercation with Orange
County sheriff’s deputies has died,
a law enforcement official close to
the investigation told The Associ
ated Bress on Wednesday.
The official, who spoke on con
dition of anonymity, said 35-yearold Jason Jesus Gomez died at 8
p.m. Tuesday. Anonymity was re
quested because the source was not
authorized to speak publicly about
the case.
A spokeswoman for the district
attorney said earlier that prosecu
tors were investigating the use of
force by deputies against Gomez.
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Teams o f scientists find genetic changes
linked to cigarette addiction, lung cancer
Seth Borenstein
ASS(X1ATtD PRESS

Scientists have pinpointed genetic
variations that make people more
likely to get hooked on cigarettes and
more prone to develop lung cancer
— a finding that could someday lead
to sca*ening tests and customized
treatments for smokers trying to kick
the habit.
The discovery by three separate
teams of scientists makes the stron
gest case so far for the biolc^cal
underpinnings of nicotine addiction
and sheds more light on how genet
ics and lifestyle habits join forces to
cause cancer.
“This is kind of a double whammy
gene,” said Christopher Amos, a pro
fessor of epidemiology at the M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston
and author of one of the studies. “It
also makes you more likely to be de
pendent on smoking and less likely to
quit smoking.”
A smoker who inherits these ge
netic variations from both parents
has an 80 percent greater chance of
lung cancer than a smoker without
the variants, the researchers reported.
And that same smoker on average
lights up two extra cigarettes a day
and has a much harder time quitting
than smokers who don’t have these
genetic differences.
The researchers disagreed on

whether the variants directly in
creased the risk of lung cancer or did
so indirectly, by causing more smok
ing.
The three studies, funded by gov
ernments in the U.S. and Europe, are
being published Thursday in the jour
nals Nature and Nature Genetics.
The scientists studied the genes
of more than 35,(HK) white people of
European dt*scent in Europe, Canada
and the United States. Blacks and
Asians will be studied soon and may
yield different results, scientists said.
They aren’t quite sure if what they
found is a set of variations in one gene
or in three closely connected genes.
The gene variations, which gov
ern nicotine receptors on cells, could
eventually help explain some of the
mysteries of chain smoking, nico
tine addiction and lung cancer.These
oddities include why there are 90year-old smokers who don’t get can
cer and people who light up an occa
sional cigarette and don’t get hooked.
“This is really telling us that the
vulnerability to smoking and how
much you smoke is clearly biokigically based.” said psychiatry profes
sor Dr. Laura Bierut of Washington
University in St. Louis, a genetics and
smoking expert who did not take part
in the studies. She praised the research
as “very’ intriguing.”
The smoking rate among U.S.
adults has dropped from 42 percent

in 1965 to less than 2 1 percent now.
The new studies are surprising in
that they point to areas of the genetic
code that are not associated with plea
sure and the rewards of addiction.
That may help explain why some
people can quit and others fail, said
Dr. Nora Volkow, director of the
National Institute of Drug Abuse in
Bethesda, Md., which funded one of
the studies.
“It opens our eyes.” Volkow said
Wednesday. “Not evrry’one takes
drugs for the same reastin. Not ev
eryone smokes cigarettes for the same
reasons.
One clue is in the ku'ation of the
just-discovered variants, on the long
arm of chromosome 15, Volkow said.
It is in an area that, when damaged
during tests on animals, makes them
depres.sed and anxious. While some
people smoke because it helps them
focus or gives them a physiological
reward, others do it to stave off de
pression.
That su^ests that adding antide
pressants to some smokers’ treatment
could help them kick the habit.
Bierut said a simple, inexpensive
test could be developed to screen
people for the variants. Kan Stefansson, lead author of the largest of the
three studies, agreed. He is chief exec
utive of deCode Genetics of Iceland,
which already’ does prostate cancer
genetic tests.
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N ational Briefs
O C (;N O M O W O C .
Wi>.
(A P )
An o\plosion ,ind tin in
MHitlKMsti.Tn W isc'onsin on W t\iiK‘sd.i\ li^'inolislK'ii a ■luiivli, mutod t\\-o hoinos and in]uri\l sowi
f>oopii' inoludinu tim v tirL'rigiuor..
aiutioi itiL". said.
I'oMvi and -.owe;' work was ho
inw dnno in dow ntown CK ononiowoo Itotoro tlio oxplosion (u\ iinod
arouiki 1
p.ni. at I list ILiptist
C'luiioli, said lioh I
ooonoinio
slowlojunont dirootor tor tlio lakosulo ooinnuinitN
milos west ot
Milwaukoo. riio blast aiui ti\ iipw dobris knookori ovor sowral workors.
lio saisl
• • •

NEVC Y O R K (AI>
1 ho
loador ol tlio ia!L!:o''t hranoli ot
Ainonoan judaisin said Wodnosday
that sviiagoiiU'-'s in tho inovomont
shouldn't wDik witli tlio Kov. John
M.igoo, a Cdinstian /.ionist, oalling
him an “ oxtromist” on Israoli policy
w ho disparage'' other taiths.
Kabhi Faio YotFio, president ot
tho liberal U nion tor Kotorin |udaisin, said Uagoo and his group,
C!hristians U nited bor Israel, re
ject any Israeli kind eoneessions to
achieve peace with the I’alestiniaiis.
Ketbrin |ud.iisin supports ereafing a Palestinian state, I lagee sees a
biblical mandate tor the tsTritory
so hnd l imes propheev can be t'ult'llled.

• • •
R O C K V I L L E , M d . (A P ) —
•A M.irsland jury tbund a torm er
Army R anger guilty ot'second-de
gree murder in the shooting death
o f a t'ellow Ranger he had served

w ith in Atghanistan.
(iaiA Smith.
was accused ot
killing Michael .Met^ocen. 22. with
.1 gun shot to the he.ki in tiie apart ment tiie two shared in (i.iithershurg in September 2oi r ,
• • •
NLVt YORK (AP) - M.ivU
men h.id it right .ill along: It sloesii't
t.ike long to s.itist's ,i woman in
bed.
survev ot se.\ ther.iyiists con
cluded the I'ptinul .inunint ot time
tor sexu.il iiiteriourse was 3 to 13
minutes. 1he tmdings, to be [niblished in the .M.iv issue ot the jour
nal ot Sexual Medk ine, strike at the
notion tn.it endurance is the kev to
a great sex lile.
It th.it sounds like goosl news
to vou. don't cheer too loudly, khe
tune does not count torepiav, and
the therapists did rate sexual inter
course that lasts trom I to 2 minutes
.IS"too short.”
• • •
M ONROE, Ga. (AP) — 1he
mystery ot a tire that plunged trom
the sky and crashed througli the
root ot a home here now has an ex
planation.
1eder.il Aviation Adinimstration
otFicials told home owner Mark
Drown on Tuesd.iy that the wheel
plummeted to earth from a helicop
ter owned by the l.oganville-based
Fxirever (ireen F.andscaping. The
wheel Is part of equipment used
to haul the helicopter around the
landing pad during mainienance.
Officials said the equipment
should have been removed before
riight.
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Octopuses are the kinky
creatures o f the sea, study says
Paul Elias
\SSOelAI I I) I’KI s s

Marine biologists studying wild octopuses have
toiiikl a kinky and violent society of jealous murders,
gender subterfuge and once-in-a-liFetime sex.
1he new stiuiy by researchers from the University
of (htlifornia, Berkeley, who journeyed off the coast of
Indonesia found that wild octopuses are far from the
shy, unroniantic loners their captive brethren appear to
be.
The scientists watched the .Abdopus aculeatus octo
pus. which are the size ot an orange, for several weeks
and published their tindings recently in the journal
Marine Biology.
They witnessed picky, macho males carefully select
a mate, then guard their newly domesticated digs so
jealouslv that tliev would occasionallv use their S-to-lO
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-inch tentacles to strangle a romantic rival to death.
1 he researchers also observed smaller "sneaker”
male octopuses put on feminine airs, such as swimming
girlishly near the Isottom and keeping their male brown
stripes hidden in order to win unsuspecting conquests.
And size does matter — but not how you'd think.
"It you’re going to spend time guarding a female,
you want to go for the biggest female you can find
because she’s going to produce more eggs,” said U ('
Berkeley biologist Roy (kildwell, who co-wrote the
study.“ It’s basically an investment strategy.”
Shortly after the female gives birth, about a month
after conception, both the mother and father die. re
searchers said.
"It’s not the sex that leads to death.” said Cdiristine
Hutfard, the study’s lead author.“lt's just th.it octopuses
produce oftspring once during a very short lifespan of
a year.”
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C'oinpiled and pliotographed bv Kachcl ('idlnian

“ B re a kfa st because you
usua lly d o n ’t feel bad
a b o u t fillin g up.”

— Nathaniel

Reed,
computer science senior

"I like b re a k fa s t. I have
it m u ltip le tim e s a day."

— John

Grinstead,
architecture junior

I
1

“ S n ack b e ca u se you
can have it m u ltip le
tim e s a day and it ’s
alw ays in s ta n t
g ra tific a tio n .”

— Lindsay Berkowitz,

architecture sophomore

“ Dinner. I like having
an in te rn a tio n a l pa rty
on my p la te and an a f
te r p a rty in my m o u th .”

— Brian

Hubbs,
liberal studies senior

W

Cusack’s New Follower
A woiiKui who was orilcrcd to
stay away from John Chisack was
charged Wednesday with .» felony
count of stalking.
Finily I eatherinan, .W was alst)
charged with misdemeanor ci>unts
ot disobeying a court restraining
order and petty theft in connection
with her arrest outside the actor’s
Malibu house over the weekend.
She faces up to three years m state
prison if convicted of the stalking
charge, and up to a war in jail ifeon\ icted of the misdemeanor counts,
the district .ittornev's otFice said.

that h.ive the soccer star appearing
in briefs.
“I )o you normally sit aiound the
house like this?” asked 1eno.

Puppy Lt>vc
C)prah Winfrey pLiiis ti) deslicate
a show inwstigating .ibuses at puppy
mills to her cocker spaniel, Sophie,
who died last month from kidnev
failure.
“Sophie g.ive me 13 years of
unconditional love. She was a true
love in mv life.” Winfres said on the
broadc.ist scheduled to air Frid.iv
(.'\dvance remarks from the show
Emily Leatherman,
were released luesil.iy by H.irpo
John Cusack’s alleged stalker
Idol Hospitalized
Productions.)
A producer for “American Idol”
The show features special corre
s.iys contestant 1).ivid Caiok went U) the hospital because spondent Lisa Ling investig.iting puppy mills, which Ling
of heart palpitations after appearing on the show.
c.ills “horrific” and “haunting.”
H.xecutive Producer Nigel Lythgoe saiil Wednesday
that the 2.S-year-old from Oklahoma had heart palpita Injured Comedian
tions and high blood pressure near the end ofTuesd.iy
41-year-old actor, Adam Sandler, broke his ankle over
night's show.
the weekend while playing basketball — but still won the
Lythgoe said Caaok was treated at C'edars-Sinai Medi- game — according to a statement sent to The Associate«.!
c.il Cwaiter and did not reejuire continueil care.
Press from Sandler’s representative.
('ook returned for Wednesd.iy night's castoft'show.
Sandler, who starred in “Happy (¡ilniore” and“l .Now
Pronounce You Cdnick and Larry,” is currently shoot
Mariah Coming In Close to Beatles
ing Walt Disney Pictures’“Bedtime Stories.” In the film,
With her IStli chart-topper “Touch My Body,” Ma due out later this year, Sandler plays as a hotel handyman
riah C'arey has passed Elvis Ifresley for the most No. 1 w hose bedtime stories magically come true. The state
singles on the Billboard Hot 100. and is now second only ment said the injur\’ will not affect production.
to the Beatles.
But while the diva was in full celebration mode after Kidney Infection for Simpson
learning of her latest milestone, she was also quick to put
Jessica Simpson is feeling “much better” after being
her accomplishment in perspective.
hospitalized with a kidney infection.
“1 really can never put myself in the category’ of
Simpson w’as admitted to (.T'dars-Sinai Medical (Cen
people w ht) h.ive not only revolutionized music but also ter on Frid.iy for a “minor kidney infection” and w.is
changed the world,” Carey told The Associated Press on released Monday, Simpson's representative Lauren Aus
Tuesday \ ia phone from London. “That's a completely länder told The Associated Press. In Fouch magazine re
dift'erent era and time ... I'm just feeling really happy and ported Simpson's hospitalization .Monday.
grateful.”
Privacy Policy Ignored
Neighborly Chatting
UCTA Medical CT*nter ofticKils imcstigated an em
Since moving to Los Angeles to play for the (iala.xy, ployee for accessing Farrah F.iwcett’s medical records and
Beckham has lived in the same neighborhood asJay Leno, took disciplinary action, officials said Wcxlncsday.
and on “The Tonight Show” TuescLiy the men traded
Fawcett expressed concern to a doctor in Ma\ that
jokes alxHit driving themselves places and life with a con details of her condition were being leaked to tabloids, and
stant paparazzi presence.
he reported it to Ixispital e.xecutives, s.iid UCd A spokes
Beckham apologized for the paparazzi hanging woman Koxanne Moster.
around the neighlxirhood. but also said American celeb
The Los Angeles Times reported on its Web site
rity photographers “have been kind to us” compared to Wednesday that hospital ofticials fireil an employee w ho
those acmss the pond.
reviewed F.iwcett's records without authoriz.ition.
Leno quizzed Beckham abenit Emporio Armani ads
—As.witUcd Pnss
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U nrest a m o n g C h in a’s M u slim s an d T ib eta n
B u d d h ists creates c h a lle n g e s fo r B e ijin g
CMiristoplier Bodeeii
\SS l K I \l I I) I'KI SS

Umvst was ivportL-il Wctliicstlay among
Muslims m tar w cstuni China, a Iic.uÍ.k Ik ' for
lU'i)ing ,is It trios to stiuoloh riliot.m protests
aiui anotlior sign that noithor imostmont luir
roprossum h.is ondod .mti-govornmont tool
ing 111 tho hintorlands.
I ho protests m Xinjiang oroato now prob
lems tor Beijing as it trios to oontain d e m 
onstrations w hile tending ot't'eritieism o f its
treatment o f minorities ahead ot this sum 
mer's Beijing Olympics.

■Meanwhile, U.S rreasur\ Secretary fienry Ifuilson, the highest-ranking U.S. official
to visit Beijing since a deadly March 14 anti
government riot in the Tibetan capital, said
he appealed to (Tiinese leaders to engage
their critics.
“ 1 expressed our concerns about the
violence and urged a peaceful resolution
through dialogue,” l^uilson said. He declined
to specify to which officials he made the ap
peal.
The reports about tlie latest unrest in Xin
jiang described disturbances last month at a
bazaar m the city of Hotan,deep in the Mus
lim Uighur minority's cultural heartland.
A local government statement said a “tiny
number of people” tried to create an inci
dent March 23 “under the Hag of separat
ism.” A local government spokesman blamed
the protest on Uighur separatists whom he
accused of seizing on the Tibet unrest to call
attention to their independence cause.
“These people are splittists responding to

the l ibet.in riots,” the spokesm.iii, l u ('hao,
said. 1le s.iid dozens were arrested, but oiilv
the "core splittists” remained m custody.
U.S. goverimient-tunded Kadio Free Asia
and an owrseas U ighur activist reported ear
lier that the demonstrators were demanding
the right for Uighur women to wear he.id
scars es and the release o f political prisoners.
Fhe rare official confirmation o f the Xin
jiang protest appeared to signal the govern
ment's sensitisity tis unrest, said* Nicholas
Be(]ueliii,a 1long Kong-based researcher for
Human Kights Watch.
“ It was out already, so they were forced to
react rapidly," he said.

1.inking the protesters to events m Tibet
was a w,iy of ptirtniyiiig them as opportunis
tic and thereby uiidermining any real griev
ances, he said.
Faced with local opposition, Cdiina has
employed the twin policies of economic de
velopment and repression in both Xinjiang
and Tibet, believing that would win over the
masses while crushing dissent.
Opposition has continued, however,
mainly peacefully in Tibet, but sometimes ac
companied by violence in Xinjiang; authori
ties this year claimed to have foiled a Uighur
terror plot targeting the Olympics and an at
tempt to crash a coinmercial airliner.
The incident in Hotan came nine days
after the deadly rioting in Lhasa set olT the
largest and most sustained wave of protests
in Tibetan areas of western C'liina in almost
two decades.
China accuses supporters of Tibet’s ex
iled spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, of or-

> li,

.

'■ I

chestrating the violence and planning fu
ture attacks by “suicide squads.” The Dalai
Lama has denied any links to the violence
and urged an independent inquiry into the
unrest — something China has repeatedly
ruled out.
Many Tibetans insist they were an inde
pendent nation before conmumist troops
invaded in 1950, while radical Islamic
groups in Xinjiang have battled Chinese
rule through a low-intensity campaign of
bombings and assassination.
Uighurs, pronounced “Wee-gers,” arc a
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Crentral Asian people related to Turks whose
language, customs and religion are distinct
from those of most Chinese.
Beijing has pumped billions of dollars in
aid and investment into the regions in hope
that economic development would squelch
anti-conmiunist sentiment.
Yet intense police and army repression
may have undermined such gains, w'ith
Tibetans and Uighurs complaining o f re
strictions on religion, economic disenfran
chisement and the watering dowm of their
culture and language.
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A young libetan monk walks inside the Nanwu temple in Kangding, west of Sichuan province,
C'hina. New separatist unrest was reported among a Muslim minority group in far western China, even as Beijing seeks to control fallout from major anti-government protests in Tibet.
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HAVANA (AP) — It’s not the
stuff of Lenin or Marx, or even of
Fidel CLastro, but it’s hardly free-niarket capitalism, either, hi tact, steps to
encourage a CTihan spending spree
may help the communist system and
its new president surv’ive.
In rapid-fire decrees over the past
week, Kaul C^astro’s government
has done away with some despised
restrictions, lifting bans on electric
appliances, microwaves and comput
ers, inviting average citizens to enter
long-forbidden resorts and declaring
they can even legally have their own
cell phones.
More could be on the w,^’. Kumors are rampant the government
could ease travel restrictions and tol
erate free enterprise that would let
more people start their own small
businesses. Flopes that it will rvwak
the dual-currency system that puts
foreign pRKlucts out of reach for
most CTibans have sparked a run on
the peso.
“We're going to get out and buy
more and more,” said retiree Rober
to Avila. “That's the future in C'.uba.
and it is a strong tuture.”
• • •

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —

—6 2 0 0

or

Frinie Minister Bertie .Ahern, the
comnioii-toiicli
Dubliner who
tended Ireland's economic boom
and the blossoming of Belfast peace,
announced his resignation Wednes-*
d.i\ under a darkening cloud of fi
nancial scandal.
The .tiinoiincement stunned Ire
land .ind much ofliis Ckibinct. whose
members stood bv .Ahern during an
I.'' inoiitii battle against .illegatioii''
he accepted secret cash paymeiittfoni businessmen in the 199( k.
Ahern, who Lxoverned Ireland

through 11 years of growing pmsperity' at home and peace in North
ern Ireland, niaintained his inno
cence.
• • •

BUCHAREST,
Romania
(AP) — President Bush suffered a
painrt.il diplomatic setback Wednes(iiy when NATO allies rebuffed his
passionate pleas to put former Soviet
republics Ukraine and Georgia on
the path toward nienibership in the
Western military alliance.
The decision, to be made final
on Thursday, was sure to be cheered
by Moscow, which heatedly opposes
NATO’s eastward expansion.
In another sign of discord, Cireece
blocked Macedonia’s request to join
the 26-nation alliance because of a
dispute over its name. Only Cmatia
and Albania wall be invited as new
members.
• • •

QUITO, Ecuador (AP) — A
court-appointed expert has recom
mended that Cdievron C'.orp. pay up
to $ 16 billion for allegedly polluting
the FT'uadorean Amazon. Cdievron
on Wednesday called the expert bi
ased, and the trial a farce.
The class-action lawsuit by
3().0(Hi jungle settlers and Indiaiw
alleges the San Ramon. Californiabased company failed to clean up
billions ot g.illons ot toxic wastewa
ter produced b\ Texaco I'etroleuni
C;o., wliicii t'lie\ron acquired in

20(11.
The ctnirt in the jungle town
ot l.ago Agrio confirmed tlie nniltibiliion-dollar damage total to The
.\ss,)Ciated i'ress on Wednesd.ix It
was tallied b\ geological engineer
Rich.ird G.ibivr.i. but has yet to be
appnnvd b\ a judge
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Its the beginning of the quarter, and (if your professors know what’s good for them) you probably have a little
more time on your hands than you did a few weeks ago. Whatever will you do with the time? I have four ideas for you.
If you’re anything like me, you have your few staple TV shows and then whatever happens to be on before or after. I know, it’s
^hard to branch out, even if you see a promising 30-second preview during “C'iprah.” You probably don’t even have time to watch all
the shows you want to watch (if you do, maybe 1 could get a few pointers from you on time management).
Even if time isn’t an issue, it’s still hard to choose which ones to invest in, especially when those 30 seconds don't do them justice.
That’s what I’m here for. Over spring break, in between trips to the piha colada bar and reapplications of sunscreen, I did some research
(1 love that 1 can call it that) and found quite a few new shows that have misleadingly similar stories. Two shows about rogue lawyers,
two “Sex and the Caty” clones, two shows involving amnesia and two shows about twenty-somethings. Here are a few you should skip
and a few to love. (I swear AIK’ isn’t paying me for this).

'i / si'’*'

Love It
N ot Worth It
“ C anterbury’s Law” (FOX)
“ Eli S to n e” (ABC)
In “C'.anterbury’s Law,” Elizabeth C^interbury does whatever
Eli Stone is a San Francisco lawyer who suffers from
It takes to make sure the innocent walk free, even though she
a brain aneurysm that causes him to have odd
works just as hard to get the criminals off as well. We
hallucinations and outbursts that tell him which
loweit / loatheit
all love bad people that do good things, but “Eli
cases to select and how to win them. A
Stone” has more heart, wit and did I mention the
reoccurring hallucination includes a singing
Cieorge Michael cameos?
George Michael.
“ Amnesia” (NBC)
Despite the title, “Amnesia!’doesn’t have to do
with the medical condition. Hosted by Dennis
Miller, the contestants are quizzed on specific details
from their life for cash.Their life. NIK!, are you serious?
“ Lipstick Jungle” (NBC)
Before watching it, 1 thought “Lipstick jungle” to be the
legitimate heir to the “Sex and the City” throne. It has Brooke
Sheilds and her white teeth, scandal, and Kim Raver’s character
has an affair with a hot younger man (Robert Buckley).
“ Quarterlife” (NBC)
The characters of “Quarterlife” are all creative working
twenty-somethings trying to live out their dreams but also pay
the rent. It’s actually a decent show, but it hits too close to
home (that’ll be me in a few months).

“ S am antha W h o ” (ABC)
“Samantha W ho?” starring (!hristina
Applegate is about a remorseful amnesiac who
finds out little by little what her life was like before
she was in a terrible accident. As it turns out, she was a
jerk.
“ G reek” (ABC FAM)
“(ireek” is witty and highly addictive, so view with
caution.
“ C ashm ere M afia” (ABC)
“ Lipstick” ultimately doesn’t compare to “ C ashm ere
Mafia,” which has more watchable “Sex and the City’
charm and way more laughs.

Allisoti Bilker is an Hn{>Hsh senior, Mustang Daily columnist and pop-culture enthusiast.

‘Run, Fat Boy, Run’ decent but predictable
Natalie Abreu
IHK IMIl.Y <W I P l S (I . ( O V M C I K I I )

Some might not think a film where
a man leaves his future wife at the altar
with their unborn child would be predict
able. For the most part, it is. “Run. Fat Boy,
R un” proves to be the right balance of
light. Huffy' cliché mixed in with raunchy,
crude humor, but proves to be an all-toofamiliar story just placed in the different
setting o f London.
Viewer be warm'd: Just because the film
stars Simon IVgg does not mean this is an
other parody comedy like “Shaun of the
1)ead” or last sear’s buddy-cop parody “ Hot
*'Euzz.” It is directed bs David .Schvvimmer
of “Iriends” fame and has m ore of an uji-

lifting, goodhearted under
dog story than a laugh-aminute plot.
Fegg once again plays
the role of the lovable loser
who achieves greatness. He
plays Dennis, who five years
agti walked out on his preg
nant fiancee Libby (Thandie Newton of “Crash”) on
their wedding day. Five years later, he is a
pudgy security guard of a womeirs store,
living in the basement of a brovvnstone and
wishing to win back Libby. Hovveser, she
has a new bosfriend, the seemingly perfect
Whit (Hank Azaria of “The Siinspons”).
He plans to run a marathon in three weeks
in which Dennis also wants to run. While

some of Dennis’ friends
take bets against him run
ning the marathon, some
try to help him.
Even though there is
humor, it is mostly Ameri
canized rather than British
humor in gross-out jokes,
coi ROSY PHOTO ndddle fingers, male nu
dity and farting, all too
far in between stmiewhat sappy moments
between Dennis and his son, by the same
name, trying to win back I.ibbs and com
peting with the arrogant Whit.
’file film follows a standard underdtYg
stors plot, a romanticized view of the world
in w liicli even the everyday man can achieve
fame, greatness and get the girl. IVrhaps if

this film followed the satirical formula of
other Pegg films like “Shaun o f the Dead”
and “Hot Fuzz,” o f making fun of underdog
films, it would find more laughs.
However, the film is enjoyable, especially
the supporting characters like the Indian
landlord and Dennis’ friend (»ordon (played
by Dylan Moran of “Shaun of the Dead”)
who act as coaches in 1)ennis’ training.
rhe film allows the viewer to get a look
at the posh side of London. Schwimmer
shows promise as a director in the way he
films the city and uses visuals like an actual
wall to show how Dennis “hits the wall”
during his run.
Overall, viewers should not run to “Fat
Boy,” but it is definitely worth watching. It
seems like a perfect DVD rental.
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The word on the street was the show would be big, but nothing
prepared me for what took place April Fool’s night. Bay Area rapping
legend E-4i) headlined a show at The Ciraduate, and 1 would’ve been a
fool not to check it out.
Standing for what seemed like forever in a line that put Disneyland
rides to shame, I was finally greeted at the door by security guards with
an intrusive frisk and inventory check. Heightened alert would be an
understatement, but since a drive-by shooting happened near the same
place just days before, 1 had no qualms about being groped.
Past security, patrons formed another, slightly smaller line at the bar
while opening acts prepped the crowd for what was to come. After im
pressive performances by local groups The 40oz. Freaks and Public Defendaz, a brief intermission was called for a welcomed breather.
Finally, the lights ditnmed and bass filled the room. A posse o f back
up singers and rappers took the stage, and then split to give way to the
unmistakable figure o f E-40.The crowd roared with approval, and E-40
immediately started by delivering old-school crowd favorites that every
one knew and lovfd.
Within minutes the temperature rose to what felt like 50 degrees.The
air became thick with the aroma o f sweat and smoke. People, packed
together like sardines in a can, jumped in unison to the beats. It felt like
the floor might give way at any moment.
After pummeling the crowd with his signature flows, E-40 took a
break to shout out to fans and get the crowd even more pumped than
before. Incidentally, UFC fighter Chuck Liddell, who was in attendance,
joined 40 onstage for a hug and handshake, much to the delight o f fans.
Unfortunately, fans didn’t get to hear The Iceman bust a rhyme, but
that’s probably asking too much anyway.
E-40 then picked back up with some of his newer jams. Every song
was a crowd-pleaser; it was like listening to a “best o f’’ album.Through
out the last few songs, more and more fans joined the stage to sing and
dance. By the final song, the stage resembled the worlds’ biggest house
party with scantily clad ladies and male hip-hoppers shaking their tails
alongside E-40.
Straight up, this show was just plain awesome. In the past, big-name
rappers w ho’ve performed in San Luis Obispo have disappointed fans
with lackluster performances. I can remember rappers arriving hours
late or too drunk to perform — or, more often, both. Maybe they don’t
take San Luis Obispo seriously? Who knows.
But this was the exact opposite. E-40 brought his A-game to San Luis
Obispo, and his performance was on point. He effectively renewed my
faith in rap concerts and reminded fans o f just how intense a live show
can be.
Perhaps Jason Carmicheal, who drove from Morro Bay and took the
day after off work to see the show, said it best when he yelled, “That
show’ was %&$#@ sick!”
I couldn’t have said it better myself.
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A college student's guide to sushi

Rachel Glas
MUSTANG DAILY

The restaurant is teeming. Every booth
and table is filled. Young people, old people,
families and couples are all packed into the
open, colorful room, eating and chatting. It’s
just another Friday night at the sushi bar
Sushiya.
“Friday and Saturday nights are always cra
zy here, just packed,” Sushiya manager Toshio
Maruta said.
The sushi businesses in San Luis Obispo
are booming. In the last year and a half, two
popular new sushi bars opened — the afore
mentioned Sushiya and Sumo Sushi, located
on Marsh Street. Shin’s Sushi Bar,Yanagi Sushi
and Grill, and Sushi Kokku also thrive here.
“It’s the trendy thing to do now, to go eat
at a sushi bar,” English junior Emilie Egger
said.
College students seem to be the catalyst for
this growing Central Coast trend. Shin’s Sushi
Bar manager Jonathan Brogno estimates that
90 percent of his customers are students from
("al Foly and Cuesta College. But, according
to Maruta, San Luis Obispo is actually behind
the tunes.
“Sushi has been popular in places such as
Los Angeles since the 1980s. San Luis Obispo
is just now catching up,” he said.
Despite popular belief, sushi does not
refer to raw fish. The word refers to foods
that are paired with rice marinated in sweet,
rice-wine vinegar. Raw fish (called sashimi)
need not be part of the equation at all. Su
shi rolls do, however, generally contain some
form of raw fish, and popular choices in
clude tuna and salmon.Vegetables are some
times added to the rolls as well.
In fact, most students said their favorite

type of restaurant to visit in San Luis Obispo
is a sushi bar.
But why is this simple meal of raw fish and
rice wrapped in seaweed becoming so incred
ibly popular among San Luis Obispo college
students?
It’s healthy
It’s no coincidence that people living
in Japan have the longest average lifespan
in the world, as per the
news Web site Japantoday.com. According to
another Web site, worldshealthiestfoods.com, su
shi is one of the healthi
est meals you can eat.
Sashimi contains a high
concentration of omega
3 fatty acids, which help
maintain a healthy heart.
The seaweed surround
ing the roll contains vi
tamins and nutrients as
well. Overall, sushi rolls
are low in calories and
saturated fat, and high
in protein, making it an
ideal meal.
“My mother, who lives
in Japan, only eats fish and
vegetables. She’s 94,” Mar
uta said. “Sushi is a trend
here because students

want to be healthy.”
It’s cheap
In a world where a decent steak can cost
upward of $20, sushi in San Luis Obispo is
a bargain. Restaurants like Sushiya and Sumo
Sushi offer high-quality sushi for a lower price
than what one would pay for the same dish in
cities like Los Angeles and San Francisco.
“We know college students can’t afford to
pay what people in big cities can pay, so we

■' Í

make an effort to keep costs down while pro
viding the same quality of food,” Maruta said.
Sushiya also gives a 10 percent discount to all
college students with an ID.
Shin’s Sushi Bar is also all about low costs;
the restaurant’s rolls are usually half the price
of rolls at other sushi bars, Brogno said.
It’s new Like Egger, avid sushi eaters may not have
consumed the Japanese food prior to attend
ing college.
Brogno believes the novelty of sushi drives
his business. “Sushi is ‘new age’ and different.
Students come from these small towns to Cal
see Sushi, page 8
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Don’t follow the crow d.

Paid summer Internship
Phenomenal growth and learning opportunity
Ail majors welcome and encouraged '
Hubbs & Associates is currently looking for «ve i-

A nE N T ioN Ca l P o l y

3

qualified coMege students with a G P A in excess
of 3.0. a passion for exceience. and the ability to
represent our firm with the highest level of
professionaksm arxf integrity. An ideal applicant

Hubbs & Associates

can respOTKl to arxt qualify leads generated from

CONSULTING CROUP

marketing programs, maintain high level of
outbouTKl communication activity, and identify,
initiate and nurture relationships with prospects
both over the phone and via e -m a i.

(805)

541-5111
ums«coiii

ApplicationDeadHne: April 4,2006
Subrnit to: ArnarxlaW OHubbecorisuftingxom
For questions, please c a i 805.704^4714 or visit
hubbscormiting.cornfcoNegeiritems
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place for birthday parties.
When people celebrate birthdays at Su
shiya, they are treated to Sushiya’s famous
birthday serenade, complete with strobe
lights aiui techno music.
Hut w hether a customer is celebrating a
birthday or not, sushi bars offer a good time.
Sake bombs are extremely popular with
the college crowd. A sake bomb is created
by pouring sake (an alcoholic beverage
made from rice) into a shot glass and drop
ping the glass into (usually Japanese) beer,
then drinking the concoction quickly. Stu
dents often race to see who can drink their
“bom b” the fastest.
When asked wTiy students return to Shin’s,
Hrogno laughed, saying, “They like sake.”
Sushiya offers a special karaoke room for
parties of 10 or more, and Shin’s is looking
into implementing one as well.
“ In Japan, everyone"is very reserved dur
ing the day, people rarely speak. So when
they get otT work, they like to go out and
have fun. We try to replicate that same at
mosphere here,” Maruta said.
“Sushi is great. It’s good food in a fun
environment,” recreation administration se
nior Julia Ciroth said.
Just stop by any sushi place in San Luis
Obispo, and there will be plenty of students
w'ho agree.

Sushi
c o n tin u id fro m page 7
l * o l \ , a i K i tlu’V want to ti \ new tin i^s. Sushi is
new tt) them, so they try it and like it and
keep eoniing haek,” he said.

It’s accessible
In a town where businesses cltise at 6
p.ni. (or p.ni. on T hursdays!), siishi bars are
kiu)wn for tittering hours that extend well
past this early closing time. Sumo Sushi is
open until 1 1:30 p.m. on Fridays and Satur
days, while other restaurants are open until
similar hours.
Sushiya caters to college students by re
maining open all day, even though sushi bars
traditionally close in between lunch and
dinner.
“We know students are always hungry and
have crazy class schedules, so we tipen early and
close late every d.iy,” Maruta said. Most students
eat dinner at Sushiya after S p.m., he added.
It’s fun!
Although only Yanagi Sushi and Sushiya
take formal reservations, sushi bars in town
do their best to accommodate large parties.
And since most sushi bars have a large seat
ing capacity, they have become the go-to
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ASI Will b« every student's connection to
the ultimate college experience.
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Student Representatives Wanted
for 2008-09
Cal Poly
Corporation
Board of Directors
Cal Poly Corporation manages
(he El Corral Bookstore and
Campus Dining, and administers
Cal Poly's endowments,
agncultural enterpnses and
sponsored research

Cal Poly
Housing Corporation
Board of Directors
Cal Poly (-lousing
Corporation assists Cal Poly
with faculty and staff
recruitment and retention by
planning, developing and
operating housing programs

Applications are now available in the
A SI Student Governm ent Office,
University Union Room 202.

Cal Poly
Foundation
Board of Directors
Cal Poly Foundation is composed
of successful Cal Poly alumni and
friends and promotes and
generates private support to build
and maintain the polytechnic
model, and manages Cal Poly's
endowment and other private
gifts

Applications are due:
April 11, 2008 before 5 p.m.
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multimedia'

Go online for a multimedia slideshow
on how to make your own sushi.
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Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug
Girls & Sports

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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M .C. Hammer's Third Grade Grammar Teacher

Eht îieUî J3ark Simes
C ro s s w o rd

Across
1 Luxury hotel
amenity
5 Some exam
practice, for
short
9 “G e t ____!"
13 Show
(attend)
14 Somewhat
15 “Hard C a sh ”
author Charles
16 Farberware set
18 Film director
Morris
19 Word with red,
white or rock
20 Baker's supply
21 Copied
22 Coffee maker
component
26 Some beams
29 Huffington of the
Huftington Post
30 Talk that might
get one in
trouble
31 Embryonic
membrane

34 Hitter of 511
lifetime home
runs
35 H BO ’s “D a ____
G Show”
36 Bothers
37 Excavation
machine, for
short
38 Dr. J ’s first pro
league
39 Post-vacation,
say
40 Home tool
maker
41 It may fill a hall
43 Twisted thread
44 Longtime A BC
newsman
48 Heraldic border
49 Sony subsidiary
50 S in e ____non
53 It’s often turned
upside down
when rx)t in use
55 Party snack (and
a hint to this
puzzle’s circled
letters)
57 Bullet followers

A N SW ER TO P R EV IO U S P U ZZ LE

M

58 Sterile
59 Cry at Old
MacDonald's
60 Side in a debate
61 “H’s so obvious!"
62 Mountain West
Conference
team

1

2 Off-white shade
3 Creator of Oz
4 Abbr. that may
precede an
ellipsis
5 Like a certain
court
6 Sign of fright
7 Owner of The
History Channel
8 Instant replay
subjects, for
short
9 M other____
10 Providers of life
lessons
11 Words with a
familiar ring?
12 "S" on a Frerrch
shaker
15 Put a new coat
on
17 “____Coming"
(1969 Three Dog
Night hit)
O verseas
Priests: Abbr
Summon up
Require
Get in trouble, in
a way, with ' on”
26 Susan who
wrote the best
seller
"Compromising
Positions'

?

No. 0220

ij ^ V

16

C om plete th e g rid so th a t every row, co lu m n and 3x3 box
contains every d ig it fro m 1 to 9 inclusively.
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6 7
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28
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30
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146

49

54

9 1

57
60

:

47 Singer of the
anthem “S¿ng till
Norden"
50 Computer
command
51
Reader
52 Solicits
53 Red letters?
5 4 ____ gallop
55 Avril follower

I

56

-turn

For answ ers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554,
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords (rom the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACRO SS.
Online subscriptions. Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles nylim es.com /crosswords (S39.95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes.com'puzzleforum. Crossw ords tor young
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/xwords
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Puzzle by Peter A. Collme

27 Sighter of the
40 Wrong
Pacific. Sept. 25,
42 Software
1513
backups,
28 Yen or yuan
typically
31 1939 Academy
43 Put shells in
Award nominee
Brian
45 Hideouts
32 Political hostess
Perle
46 C lassic song
with the words
33 Yukon neighbor:
Abbr
"Look away!
Look away! Look
36 Some bayou
away!"
residents
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Should America legalize marijuana?
Lee Barats: Yes. But 111 hit it every
day either way

Sean Michetti: No. The gateway to
Hell drug

’Sense me if 1 seem a little ofF this week. 1just
For years I’ve believed marijuana to be “the
sh.ired a bowl oFAtgani Imlica witli this talking deer
gateway drug,’’ but I’ve had little proof. Now,
1just met. He’s crazy, man. Anyway, yeah. America
rarely do 1 believe scientiFie Findings, much less
should totally legalize weed. It just makes the workl
quote them, but 1 must make an exception For
better. You know those square, white, a-holes who
this virtuous study performed by Yale sc ientists:
ÜV
run our country get high even,’ d,w, man.
Lee Barats
“The soil surrounding a marijuana plant literal
and
Speaking of our government, it’s one oFthe top
ly provides a gateway For Lucifer to travel From
Sean Michetti
reasons pen shcnild be legal! People need to have .in
earth to hell.”
escape From the reality of how terrible our countrv'
Terrified yet? 1 constantly am. Several symp
is. Did you know the U.S. government has secret
toms associated with excessive marijuana use are clearly iiiHuenced
underground cannabis farms to supply drugs For the poor communities? It’s
by the devil. You can almost see his goat-like grin in each smoke ring
true, hro.They think as long as the poor are high, they’ll put up with the gov
blown.
ernment taking away their civil liberties. How .iwFul is that? 1don’t even wan
Studies show that marijuana users report Feeling a sense of toler
na thitik about it, 1just wanna smoke that thought right out of my mind. ^
ance. Tolerance! Tolerance to settle with your abusive spouse? Toler
Real quick, think about your Favorite band. The members smoke weed.
ance of radical third world nations? Tolerance of yourself? All are dis
Lots of it. Weed has contributed more to the American arts than tobacco or
alcohol; and it’s not even legal! (?ould you imagine how American culture
turbing ideas that have led to the dreadful conditions we see in our
would blow up ifganja was made readily .ivailable For every man. woman and
urban cities.
child? We’d have a
country tlill of Dylans, Marleys and Cdiapelles.
IF we allow marijuana to become legalized, then our cities will Fail
1 bet if the reef was legal, there would be a lot less
and our doped-out citizens will be too complacent to Fix anything.
dicks amund. Everv’one would be all mellow ’cuz
Advantage: devil.
they’re
all blazin’. 1 bet that lady wouldn’t have
IF our nation succumbs to the pressures of Oregonian hippies and
been so unreasonable when 1 crashed
legalizes marijuana, then we will see respiratory infection cases shocit
my car into her mailbox ’cuz 1 was
through the roof, and doctors will be overwhelmed with patients who
lih. She woulda been all like, “Nah, it’s
giggle while describing their constant shortness of breath. We can’t al
cool, man. The l\)stal Service was
low marijuana to terrorize the lungs o f our young.
bringin’ me down anyavay.”
Every two years,America shows its athletic dominance at the ("ilymMan, hittin’ greens Feels so
pics.
Fort Knox was built to house our proud How of gold bling. Ask
ood, it’s just gotta be right. Why would
yourself, how many gold medals did the Netherlands bring home From
God put us on this planet iF he didn’t
Salt Lake Chty and Athens? THREE TCTTAL! And they were all From
want us to Feel good all the time? Think
the winter games. Reason: only one of its athletes even SHOWED up
about that, you uptight, Neo-C'on, Hagat the summer games, the rest of them slept m until the closing cer
waving Fun-haters. Now excuse
emonies were long over. The Netherlands has legalized marijuana and
me while 1 hit the hav.
consequently breeds terrible athletes. O ur nation already sutfers under
the heavy weight of obesity, how can we afford to allow our kids to
become any LESS athletic? Advantage: U.S. in gold medals; devil in
everything else.
Marijuana is real, people. IF I had any less self control and Found
myself smoking marijuana, then this article, and all my extensive re
search, would never be completed. It’s a fact. Marijuana users suffer
short-term memory loss. Marijuana is real, people. IF I had any less self
h Lj
control,
this article would never be...
- H'

250 words. Letters should include the
w riter’s full name, phone num ber m ajor
and class standing. Letters must com e

lur liarats is a nurhatiical etmineeriih^ senior and Sean Michetti is a iournalisin senior, liarats and Michetti are Mnstani’ Daily humor cohnnnists and
can he contacted at'ritsforl'ats(u^\rniail.eotn.

from a Cal Poly e-mail account D o not
send letters as an attachm ent. Please
send the text in the bodv o f the e-mail.
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-etters to the Editor
Building 26, Rexam 226
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The ideal syllabus

E ditor’s N ote

corrections

The MusLing D.iily will no longer run the “( Collegiate CCultua- Snob” humor column Iw Janies Konian. After writing
For the I Xuly tor rwo quarters, Koinan did not h.ive the time
to continue writing during spring quarter but an aahive of
his wt>rk can lx- Found at nuistimt(.iiilv.net.

The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
puDlishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
tc m ustangdaily@ gm ail.com .

Let ft out!

notices
. se Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
.vithout censorship o r advance ap
proval.
Th e Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per: how ever the mmoval of m ore than
one copy of the paper per day is sub

,

ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.

Post a comment
or send a letter
to the editor
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Of all the disaster warnings
parents give children, they probably
leave out the most important:
the zombie invasion.
CO U R l KSY PHOTO

I’ll smash In a head
have to
I’ve been given instructions by iny tViends Seneca
and Dylan, who have both researched potential sce
narios thoroughly. When the day comes, 1 am to gather
my family and drive immediately to Seneca’s house, the
designated meeting place. Seneca’s mother originates
from Oklahoma. Apparently it’s fitting that they have
various firearms.
You think I’m nuts. Out I’m writing for your wel
fare, with your best interest at heart. So listen up, un
schooled.
Walking out of the horror film“2H Days Later” and
silencing that small voice that asks, “ What if that hap
pens?” is understandable, because those zombies are su
pernatural. Though many of you are doomed already,
the concept o f being overtaken by the supernatural
undead is pretty absurd. Out believe me, it’d be a roy
al screwing (even an ironical screwing when infected
Queen Elizabeth 11 herself runs you down).
It comes down to supernatural versus biological. Su
pernatural calls for a parasitic meteor hitting the planet,
or perhaps the quintessential triggering of an ancient
curse on a fog-wrapped tomb by teenagers some Hal
loween. The zombie invasion will likely stem from a
biological disaster at the hands of humans.
It has already begun. A Dec. 11, 2005 New York
Times article reported that doctors at the Safar Center
for Resuscitation Research at the University of Pitts
burgh managed to bring dogs back from a state of clini
cal death after three hours.
The article stated, “The feat, the researchers say,
points the way toward a time when human beings will
make a similar trip, not as a matter of ghoulish curiosity
but as a means of preserving life in the face of otherwise
fatal injuries.”
Does anybody else see this as the opening scene?
It’s a few small hops, skips and blood transmissions

away from the impending.
Max Brooks, author o f“The Zombie Survival ('.uide:
Complete Protection from the Living Dead” states on
his Web site that infection can occur only through di
rect riuidic contact.
“A zombie bite, although by far the most recogniz
able means of transference, is by no means the only one.
Humans have been infected by brushing their open
wounds .igainst those of a zombie or by being splattered
by its remains after an explosion,” Brooks wrote.
The moment of truth will elicit pure chaos. If you’re
lucky enough to not be one o f the poor suckers lost to
the first phase, the next step is to decipher a means of
survival. Your rudimentary instinct will most likely be
to reach the most advantageous habitat such as a me
gastore. Wal-Mart, Sam’s Club, C-ostco are all going to
be fought over. The riotous battle to make a claim on
such a venue may be more perilous than warding off
the infected.
Your best bet is to be stationary. Stay away fnnn
densely populated areas. If you are already in such an
area, use your supplies to stay put for a few days until
the commencing turmoil subsides.
Cive it two or three days for society’s initial panic
to settle. Yes, there will be more zombies out there, but
they’ll be easier to fight than a thinking human desper
ate for survival.
Escape heavily populated areas but do not neces
sarily keep moving. Build a base camp preferably in
the hills or mountains not too far from an urban area.
This proximity will allow you to be far enough to see
a threat coming and close enough to travel for supplies
without a dependency on the little, if any, transporta
tion available.
The inevitable event should be prepared for — both
mentally and with supplies. Stocking up on supplies is

obvious. In the least, have the following; food, pet food,
water, firearms, ammo, blades (Why blades, you ask? For
stealth moves when ammo isn’t available), a fire extin
guisher, a first aid kit, clothing, shortwave hand radios,
batteries, gas-powered generator, flashlights and toilet
paper.
Mental preparation is key. Be fully preytared to de
molish the heads of loved ones who are infected. As
sume all forms of communication inoperative.
Hollywood is misleading in what the actual out
break will probably be like. Movies like “Resident Evil:
Extinction” may give you the idea that becoming no
madic is potentially a good idea. Do not do this! What
if it turns out you aren’t the main character and you’re
that secondary RV that gets a flat tire? And in mid
change the zombies catch up and Milla jovovich can’t
save you?
Relying on your supplies for an indefinite period of
time is your best bet. Do not rely on the possibility of a
cure, but rather the undead decaying after running out
o f their food supply.
“Goals range from stronger human antibodies to
resistant cell structure to a counter-virus designed to
identify and destroy (the virus),” Brooks wrote on a po
tential treatment. “This and other, more radical treat
ments are still in their earliest stages, with no foreseeable
success in the near future ... chances are, the infected
human was doomed from the moment the virus en
tered his or her system.”
Hopefully, this will inspire you to have your own
back-up plan as you should for any other emergency
like Hoods and earthquakes. Good luck out there, be
cause there’s no more room at Seneca’s.
At^ni4s~D<‘i F a rra ttt is a jo u rn a lism senior and a form er
X ln s ta tijj D a ily reporter.
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Lester,
Ortiz lead
Red Sox
past A’s

For Omaha and fans,
keeping College W orld
Series an absolute must
' .hris Hatch
.« M HU\SK

. \t Mi

Greg Heachani

it ,S I V I J -W IKI j 1 1N(T)1 N. Neb. — r n i not norm.illv one to \\.i\
•)ost,il;^u about basel\ill. Yon probable won't he.ir me talking about the
Mine \Mth a faraway look in inv eyes ileseribing the sounds ot Amema's
pastime in reverential tones.
Hilt w hen discussing the taillege World Series, those things change.

I begin to talk about the odd mixture ot Mardi Cir.is mentalitv and higheahber baseball that we see around Rosenblatt Stadium every summer. I
remember the blending ot old men w ho tondly recall their youth — grow
ing up with the C'WS — with the college kids who have road-tripped in
to experience it tor the tirst time.
1 begin to think about a celebration of sport and all the good things that
It stands tor —- and suddenly I realize just how important this event is.
That IS w hy you can imagine my shock when I heard that the ('ollege
World Series, one ot the oldest and best traditions in all ofcollegiate athlet
ics, was seeking a change.
The National CCollegiate Athletics Association has recently been putting
the screws to Omaha to try and get them to either pay up, or ship out the
CCollege World Series troni its home ot 57 years.
The CWS is inexorably linked to the city of C^maha and vice versa;
moving it somewhere else is unthinkable.
Omaha receives nearly $40 million annually from hosting this event and
delivers many other intangible elements that make the CWS what it is
today.
It is an amazing symbiosis that occurs between too few sporting events
and their host cities.
It Rosenblatt Stadium is the key concern, with worries about the “Hiatt”
needing some remodeling, let us not forget it is, after all, 60 years old.
The renovations of Rosenblatt would be extensive, but the city has
promised around $26 million more in the future if the NCAA will sign a
contract for the CCWS to stick around until 2'0o.
There’s even a proposal to build an entirely new stadium in downtown
Omaha. I'm one of many who think that the CWS should st.iy in its cur
rent home.
However, if a new stadium means allowing COmaha to keep its long
standing marriage with the NCAA, so be it.
Somehow, Omaha and the NCAA need to reach an agreement to keep
this tradition alive and well. If this is merely about money and marketing,
as the NCAA’s decisions so frequently are, then we’re missing out on the
spirit of the event.
In a sport that values tradition more than any other, we’re losing track
of a few things.
Let’s not overlook the tans of this great event, many of whom have
grown up watching some of the greats play in this hallowed stadium.
A young, pre-roided Harry lionds had seven consecutive hits when his
Arizona State team pkiyed at the "Hiatt. ” Even current big league manager

.- X : ,'.-y •ilT.V'iTOwW S? •■•s
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Daniel Bibona (3) of UC Irvine, a C^ollege World Series participant in
2007, tries to pick oflFCal Poly’s Ryan Lee on Sunday. UC Irvine won 10-6.
Terry Francona once was an outstanding player inside the walls of the sta
dium.
Some 42 percent ot tans at the C'WS are from out of town, and many
people of note have come to soak up the ambiance of college baseball at
its highest level.
All of these moments are tied into the culture of the city of Omaha,
leaving an indelible mark. Much as Daytona has its .500 or Kentucky its
derby, we Nebraskans have the C'WS.
Let’s not forget about the students either. Every year, the students come
pouring in from around the country to paint up and speak out, shouting
cheers and stomping their feet on the famous metal bleachers in the out
field.
For every game, nearly all o f the 23,(KM) seats are packed full. People from
all corners ot the United States pack in to watch as their teams compete.
And if your team didn’t make it, so what?
There’s always a good game to enjoy regardless of who you’re rooting
for.
Many ot the most die-hard fans of the C'WS are merely there to cheer
tor the gaiiH ot bascb.ill itself and the way it brings people together.
It the C\)llege World Senes were to change venues, none of these tradi
tions nor tlic SCI ICS itsclt would ever be the same again.
In a sport that too often only makes the news because its professionals
have been caught cheating again, we need to keep the purest and best part
of the game thriving.
You can keep your corporate money, and your big-name media mar
kets.
The only place I want to be is in the metal bleachers of the “Hiatt,”
shouldei to shoulder with the fans that make this game great, listening to
the ping ot the bat as yet another team tries a bottom-of-the-ninth rally to
win it all.
And the only place I want to do that is Omaha.
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Football
continued from puf^e 16

Only five starters, however,
return to the Mustangs defense,
which finished 62nd in the coun
try a year ago, allowing 370.4 yards
per outing.
To the right are 10 likely games
on the schedule, according to vari
ous reports and opponents’ Web
sites, leaving three Saturdays in
late September and early October
open for the 11th game.
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OAKl AN l) — After opening dav
in Japan, an exhibition weekend in
l.os Angeles and yet another opener
in Oakland, the Hoston Red Sox are
finally headed back east from the Far
East.
And they’re still otf to a rock-solid
start to their crazy season.
Jon Lester pitched three-hit ball
into the seventh inning, David Ortiz
broke open a scorek*ss game with a
two-run homer and the Red Sox beat
the Athletics 5-0 Wednestlay.
Kevin Youkilis had a double and a
run-scoring single while setting the
major league record for consecutive
errorless games by a first baseman as
the Red Sox defeated the A’s for the
third time in a four-game series that
began last week in Tokyo. Hoston won
two straight in Oakland, with Lester
and Daisuke Matsuzaka carrying the
Red Sox until their hitters perk up.
“We’re certainly not on all cyl
inders,” manager Terry Francona
said. “That may be part of the trip
... but what they did today was good
enough.”
The Red Sox srill aren’t done with
a l6,(KK)-mile trip that included two
exhibitions against Japanese teams and
a game in front of 115,3<K) fans at Los
Angelc*s’ Memorial C'oliseum. Hoston
has a three-game weekend series in
Toronto before finally getting back to
Fenway Park.
Lester (1-1), who lost his season
debut in Japan, didn’t allow an Oak
land runner to reach second base
after the first inning. He retired 10
see Baseball, page 15
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Date

Opponent

Aug. 3 0

a t S a n D ie g o S t a t e

Sept. 6

Montana

S e p t. 1 3

a t M c N e e s e S ta te

S e p t. 2 0

a t N o rth w e s te rn S ta te

S e p t. 2 7

O P E N D A TE

—

O c t. 4

O P EN D A TE

—

O c t. 1 1

O P E N D A TE

—

O c t. 1 8

a t S o u th D a k o ta S ta te

Oct. 25

Southern Utah

TBA

Nov. 1

Idaho State

TBA

Nov. 8

North Carolina Central

Nov. 15

UC Davis

TBA

N ov. 2 2

a t W is c o n s in

TB A

Flom e g a m e s are b o ld e d , an d a il tim e s are Pacific.

Time
5 p .m .

TBA
5 p .m .
TB A

4 p .m .

4 p.m.
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Silva
continued from page 16

team.
After taking his advice, Silva
spent tliree years at C'uesta, redshirting her second due to a torn ACT
meniscus.
She also excelled in other track
events, including the lOO-meter
hurdles, the 100, the 200, the long
jump and the 4-by-lOO and 4-by4(»0 relays.
Eventually she decided to don
the green and gold of C2al Eoly be
cause she had grown to like the San
Luis Obispo area so much.
However, a broken wrist requir
ing surgery in December 2006 held
back her progress.
It was her current coach, Sean
Brown, who worked with and in
spired her during that difficult time.
“He makes it fun and exciting,”
Silva said. “You laugh during prac
tice, which isn’t something that
would usually happen.”
Brown is a volunteer coach at
Cal Poly as well as the record holder
at both Cal Poly and Cuesta, not to
mention a former coach at UCLA.
“I’ve been coaching the pole
vault for 15 years, and I’ve seen a lot
of pole vaulters,” Brown said. “And
Christine is a great girl. She does it
with a smile. She’s extremely disci
plined.”
Brown thinks Silva’s background
in gymnastics has made his role as
her coach easier. “Cymnasts are used
to training for four hours at a time,”
he said. “If I give her things to do,
she’ll do it all. As an athlete, she’s
basically ideal, very coachable and
focused.”
Silva practices a total of 20 hours
a week, with workouts ranging from
grueling hours of jumping and lift
ing to more relaxing jogs.
She said since Brown came to
Cal Poly, she has seen improve
ments not just in herself but also in
the team’s other pole vaulters, four
other women and five men.
“Sean is an excellent coach,” Sil
va said.“He not only explains (what
to do) very clearly, but also comes
up with ver>’ creative drills to help
get a feel for the right technique.”

HKLP VVANTKI)
Business Opportunity FREE,
online Power Mall Buy what
you were going to anyway
and get paid for it
www.shopandeammall.com
(507) 421-6842
Lifeguards Sea.sonal / PartTime Port San Luis Harbor
District is hiring high school
graduates to serve as
lifeguards in Avila Beach.
Prior experience desirable.
Need certification in First
Aid and CPR/ Title 22 (or
ability to obtain same). Must
pass 5(X) meter ocean swim
test in 10 minutes or less.
Pay: $11.58/ hr. (Minimum
wage during training: $8.00/
hr.) Application & job flyer
at www.portsanluis.com.
Deadline: Friday, April 18,
2008 at 4:30 p.m.
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As a kinesiology major with a
concentration in worksite health
promotion, her coursework has as
sisted her in her training.
For Silva, it means more to com
pete against herself than others.
“I’d rather jump well over 13 feet
and get second or third than win
with a 12-foot mark, but it’s also
extremely important to me to do
well for C'al Poly and to score points
for our team,” she said. “And surely,
having great competition will help
me exceed to bigger heights.”
The work involved is often frus
trating for Silva, especially when it is
difficult to move
past what she calls old habits.
I ve had the j|.^g national
need to exceed ranking of
that
13-foot Silva’s best
barrier that I’ve clearance this
been so close to season, 12 feet,
for so long,” she 9 1/2 inches —
said. “But my second in the
coach told me Big West
to be patient and Conference
a lot more bar
clearances will
be coming soon.”
Silva even has a number of lo
cal sponsorships, though she says she
will likely “have to get a part-orfull-time job because even a Nike
sponsorship for pole vaulting is not
very much to solely support yourself
on.*»
In order to be m good shape for
the 2012 Olympics, she plans to re
main in the area after graduating in
June to tram for the “B” standard of
the U.S. Olympic Trials in Eugene,
Ore., requiring a height of 13-8.
Regardless of what her future
holds in store, Silva will always love
pole vaulting.
“I love the adrenaline rush,” she
said. “1 love learning the complex
technical aspect, I love working for
amazing coaches and I love the big
network of friends you get to meet
in San Luis Obispo, in California,
and across the nation.”
Silva, along with six other Mus
tangs, will compete at the 81st Clyde
Littlefield Texas Relays, which are
held through Saturday at Mike A.
Myers Track and Soccer Stadium in
Austin, Texas.

Baseball
continued from page 14

straight batters before Emil Brown
dnipped a weak single into right
field with two outs in the seventh.
Lester then left to a standing ova
tion from a crowd made up of
roughly 75 percent Red Sox fans.
“I don’t think the whole Japan
thing is as big a deal as everybody
is making it out to be,” Lester said.
“Sure, it was a long flight, but we
had a few days to adjust, and now I
think it’s fine.”
Jason Varitek added a ninth-in
ning homer for Boston, and reliev
ers Bryan Corey and Manny Delcarmen completed the shutout for
the World Series champions, who
ASSOCIATED PRESS
held the A’s to one run in the last
Manny Ramirez, David Ortiz and the rest of the Red Sox scored all five of
two games.
their
runs after the sixth inning in a shutout win in Oakland on Wednesday.
Ortiz was hitless in his first 12
at-bats this season before a fifth
innings.
Youkilis played his 194th con
inning single. He followed with
“I wanted to keep my pitch count secutive mistake-free game at first
a drive over the right-field fence
against former Red Sox reliever down and get a little deeper into the base to break Steve Garvey’s re
Alan Embree (0-1) as the A’s bullpen game,” Harden said. “But it was one cord for errorless games at their
wasted Rich Harden’s second strong of those ones today where I kind of position. Youkilis even made a
battled through it and threw a lot of running, over-the-shoulder catch
start.
“I always do, I don’t know why,” pitches. I didn’t really have any quick of Bobby Crosby’s foul popup to
Ortiz said of his penchant for slow innings, so there’s no point in push end the seventh, and he adeptly
starts.“It’s about the same this year. It ing it. As the season got*s on, we’re fielded Jack Cust’s grounder to
end the game.
might be a little more crazy because going to extend it, definitely.”
Harden and Lester faced each oth
The A’s gave first base to Youki
we’ve been out of the country for a
er last month in Tokyo, with Harden lis in appreciation, and the ball
while.”
Lester was matched by Harden, getting the win with nine strikeouts used on his final putout was sent
to the Hall of Fame.
the injury-plagued right-hander in six innings of three-hit ball.
who started just four games la.st
year. He yielded four hits and four
walks while striking out six and
repeatedly escaping trouble in five
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6 3 7
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1 4 5
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Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

1-800<85M109

wwwJiarttiidttsa.la

S K Y D IV E T A F T
Ov€K 20 y«ars «xpanenc«.

'S i

Excellent «afety record.
State of the art equipment
Personalized video of your skydive
$90
Open 7 days a week, year round (weather permitting)
Tandem and Accelerated Free Fall available
BBQ. bunkhouse. camping & showers on site

T m n d w n d im e o u n t ra tm s f o r s tu d m n ts ,
b ir t h d a y s , m ilit a r y , f i r s a n d p o lic e . $ 1 4 0 .0 0

661-765-JUM P
500 Airport Road
Taft. CA 93268

www.skydivetaft.com

CLASSIFIEDS
TRAVEL

ANNOLINC KMKNTS

ANNOLNC KMKNTS

LO ST AND F O U N D

SL BAY INN RESORT
$199nt. OPEN HOUSE 4-18
2nts. GRADUATION 6-12
3 nts. PISMO CAR SHOW
6-20 2nts.

Interested in community
service? Leadership?
Friendship? Check out Alpha
Phi Omega, a national Co-Ed
service fraternity during our
RUSH first week of Spring
quarter. Visit www.apo-zo.
com or contact Grant Saita at
626-429-6791.

FREE Sofa bed to whoever
wnats to pick it up. Contact
Grace at 544-7085

LOST Gold locket charm.
Arouond College of Busi
ness. If found, contact Sheila
________ 756-2784________

FOR SALK
CAR mustang, ford 2003
coupe, 63.5k, auto, midnight
blue, spoiler, great cond.
$9,500. 481-8943.
Get Wiped! ACTION
WIPES - The ultimate sports
wet wipes! Extra Big, Extra
Thick, Natural Ingredients
www.actionwipes.com

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mu.stangdaily.net/
classifieds
(805) 756-1143

FREE HAIRCUTS The
Blademnner is looking for
able and willing Hair Models
for an upcoming Haircut
ting Class at our Salon April
9th in the evening. Male and
Female models are needed.
Please call or email if you
are interested! 541 -5131
View all classified ads online
at mustangdaily.net/
classifieds and place your
own!

DO YOU PLAY GUITAR
HERO? Axerack Guitar Hero
guitar stands manufactured
by Cal Poly students. For
more information/to
pre-order, visit
www.theaxerack.com
Unlimited yoga classes $90 for
90 days. Smiling Dog Yoga
546-9100. 1227 Archer St.
www.smilingdogyogaSLO.com
Volunteer at Cal Poly
Student Community Services
Stop by UU Room 217!
or call (805) 756- 2476
Place your ad today! www.
mustangdaily.net/classifieds

LOST Sony Vaio White
Laptop, VGN-FE 700 series.
Lost in library reading room
computer lab. Reward if
found. Thank you.
Contact Robert Murphy
818-913-8645
LOST Silver necklace with
foour playing cards pendant.
has sentimental value, re
ward if found. Please contact
Derek (619)813-0539
Lost and found ads are
FREE. E-mail mustangdailyclassifieds@gmail.com
with details to place your ad
today!
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Silva striving to reach
Olympic trials standard
Cal Poly senior pole vaulter has
overcome a broken wrist to
become one of country's 20 best

Mustangs close to
announcing
schedule, prepare
for spring game
Schedule will likely fall short of
desired 12-game slate, with bye week
in late September or early October

Sara Wright
MUSTANC, DAILY

Need inspiration? Meet Cdiristine Silva,
who has overcome a broken wrist from a
year ago to become one of the top pole
vaulters not only in the Big West C^inference, but in the entire country.
The 5-foot-3 Silva won the UCXA
Invitational on March 8 with a clearance
of 12 feet, 9 V2 inches — an improvement
from her 12-8 !4 mark at the Husky Invi
tational m Seattle on Feb. 16 — to meet an
NCAA West Regional standard.
Her 12-9 V2 mark ranks second in the
Big West and 16th nationally.
The preseason went well for Silva, as
she was able to power-clean 1.35 pounds,
squat more than 250 and bench-press 115.
“I’m the strongest I’ve been,’’ she said.
“I’m proud to say that I stayed injury-free
and put in the best fall season yet.”
The 22-year-old senior cleared 12-2 at
('uesta College to capture the school re
cord in 2004, when she would go on to
finish second in the state at the commu
nity college level, a distinction she would
repeat in 2(M)6.
Even with a broken wrist, she cleared
12-5 '/a on April 28, 2007 at the UC? Santa
Barbara dual to quality for West Regional
competition in Eugene, Ore.
Now, Silva, w hose feats rank in the top
five all-time in ('al Poly history, is half a
foot away from her goal of a shorter ap
proach, or from 10 to 12 steps, in compari
son to a long run, 14 to 18 steps.
Her interest m pole vaulting began af
ter her sophomore year of high school at
Bishop O ’Dowd in Oakland, following a
lengthy 12 years of gymnastics.
Her involvement in pole vaulting was
mostly for fun; there wasn’t even a coach
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Since announcing Feb. 22 a game at Wisconsin
scheduled for Nov. 22, the C?al Poly football pro
gram has struggled to fill out a desired 12-game
slate for the upcoming season.
After a lengthy, unsuccessful search for a final
opponent that failed to make that calendar a real
ity, though, an 11-game schedule will likely be
announced soon. Cal Poly athletic director Alison
C'one said Tuesday.
In the more immediate future, the Mustangs
will engage in their annual
spring game at 3 p.m. Saturday
in Alex Ci. Spanos Stadium.
Two groups, separated into The average
green and gold and coached yards per
by offensive coordinator Ian game gained
Shields and defensive coordi by the Cal Poly
nator Payam Saadat, will take offense in
the field, as one full half of play 2 0 0 7 ,second
is planned utilizing the score- in the Football
board and play clock, without Championship
Subdivision
live kicking.
The Mustangs, who con
ducted spring drills in Febru
ary and March before taking a break during win
ter-quarter finals, will have one final preparatory
practice Friday morning.
C'al Poly, which went 7-4 last season, returns
10 starters from an ofTense that compiled 487.1
yards per game to finish second in the Football
C'hampionship Subdivision in total ofTense, fewer
than two yards behind national champion Appala
chian State’s 488.3.

487.1

'v
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m u s t a n g d a il y

Cal Poly senior Christine Silva won the pole vault at the UCla\ Invitational on March
8 with a clearance of 12 feet, 9 1/2 inches, meeting an NCAA West Regional standard.
or a pit. “My best friend’s dad was one of
the track coaches for my high school, and
he was able to talk me into it,” she said.
A high school teammate brought Silva
to the Skyjumpers Pole Vaulting Camp in
Atascadero, where Jan Johnson was not
only the director, but also a 1972 Olympic

bronze medalist and former world-andAmerican record holder,
Johnson encouraged Silva to try pole
vaulting at Chiesta, where his wife, jani,
was the head coach of the track and field
see Silva, page 15

.

see Football, page 14

Nowitzki returns as Mavs hurt
Warriors’ fading playoff hopes
Stephen Hawkins
ASSLX lATED PRESS

DALLAS — Dirk Nowitzki unexpectedly returned to
the starting lineup and scored 18 points after missing four
games with a high ankle sprain, and the Dallas Mavericks
finally beat a winning team since acquiring Jason Kidd.
Jason Terry equaled his season high with 31 points and
Josh Howard added 28 for the Mavericks, whose 111-86
victory over Golden State on Wednesday night could be
huge in the tight race for the Western Conference play
offs.
Kidd matched a season-high 17 a.ssists and had 11 re
bounds and five points for the Mavericks, who had been
11-10 since getting the All-Sur point guard in a trade
from New Jersey at the All-Star break. Dallas was 0-10
against teams with winning records with Kidd before the
victory over the Wirriors, which came three nights after
a 114-104 loss at Golden State.
Dallas (47-28), seventh in the Western Conference,
moved a full game ahead of idle Denver and two games
ahead of Golden State (45-30). Only the top eight teams
make the playoffs.
The Warriors have consecutive losses for only the sec-

ond time since going 0-6 to start the sea.son, when Ste
phen Jackson was suspended.
They were also held under 1(K) points again after hav
ing a 37-game streak of hitting the century mark snapped
in a 116-92 loss at San Antonio on Tuesday.
Warriors coach Don Nelson called it “the biggest
game of the season” for both teams — there are only
seven regular season games left.
But Golcfen State responded with one of its worst
performances of the season, against Big Nellie’s former
team.
Jackson had only two points on 1-of-l 1 shooting, and
A1 Harrington was 1-of-9 with six points. Monta Ellis led
the Warriors with 27 points, while Baron Davis had 20.
Nowitzki, who sprained his ankle and his knee 10
days earlier, moved gingerly when he took shots during
warmups. But there were chants of “Dirk! Dirk! Dirk!”
just before pregame introductions, then a deafening roar
when he was the last starter introduced.
Nelson embraced Nowitzki and tapped him on the
head in front of the scorer’s table before tipoff.
Dallas never trailed in the game.
The last time Golden State lost consecutive games was
Jan. 2 and 4, at Dallas and against New Orleans.
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Dallas Mavericks forward Dirk Nowitzki, right, returned to action
Wednesday night. He had 18 points and five rebounds in 27 minutes.

